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INTRODUCTION
Welcome! I've spent years organizing the systems and foundations within wellness
businesses, including my own. Starting from the ground up isn't easy, but it is far harder to
rework the very foundation your business operates on once you are years into establishment.
Chances are, if you are in this situation, you are not feeling prepared or professional enough to
call yourself an expert and network to the extent that you could. These feelings of anxiety are
all too real for small business owners.
Whether you are just laying a business foundation or are years into your business, having a
solid strategy is key. Even if you don't feel like you create a lot of 'content', you probably do
and should!
To get the most out of this business planning challenge, you will achieve the following:
1. Template out work you are repeating or can repeat often.
2. Refine your strategy by targeting your time management, goals, communications and
pitfalls.
3. Write down the types of content you create. Is it blog articles, practitioner
recommendations, client emails, social media, descriptions or visuals of your creative
process? Each method of connecting with people is a form of content!
This challenge is meant to increase your efficiency so you can maximize the value of your
services and feel more prepared for consistent business growth. Better systems lead to more
sustainable growth where you feel like you have the space to fully achieve beyond your initial
goals and dreams. We don't want you trapped in a vicious work cycle where you carry your
business with you everywhere and constantly chase after an end to your projects.
By the end of this guide, I am going to share how we can amplify your strategy and take your
business life from "always catching up" to "consistently growing."

PITFALLS
DATE

GOAL

LAST MONTH'S GOAL

LAST MONTH'S SET BACKS

REFLECT ON YOUR COMMON PITFALLS TO CREATE A STRATEGY
On the left hand prompt, write a few sentences about common setbacks you
experience.
On the right hand prompt, write a few sentences about your goals and what
tasks to plan for or resources you can learn from to manage your setbacks

DATE:

MAIN FOCUS:

LAST MONTH'S
FOCUS:

COMPLETED LAST MONTH:

CONTENT
ORGANIZING PROMPT

Organize your business theme with relevant content
Instead of constantly pumping out new content for your business, develop an
overarching theme. Whether your business is as a food blogger or health practitioner,
we all have relevant content we share with our clients and communities. It can be
helpful to delegate your energy by sharing resources from other businesses that
enhance our mission, but it creates trust and accountability with your clients if you
provide them with your own information. Write a few sentences about your brand
mission and content you create often. Pick something that would allow you to work
less in certain situations (by recycling the content for relevant questions) and
something that people are always asking about.

DATE

TIME SPENT WORKING:

GOAL:

FINAL REFLECTIONS:

Time Table
Know Where You Spend the Most Time
Using a time tracking app or stopwatch and track the amount of time
you spend on different tasks for 3 days and list them here. Write a
word or quick phrase reflecting on the tasks and how you felt during
that time. Think about tasks or tasks done at certain times that serve
your growth the least and see if you are spending appropriate amounts
of time dedicated to those tasks.

WHAT'S NEXT
Over time (because routine procedures are a long-term strategy), you'll start to
feel:
-Less overwhelmed & less anxiety
-More authority/more professional
-More Prepared
-More Possibilities
-More time for yourself
-Healthier boundaries with clients
-Growth in setting up or establishing your small business
Organization Strategy for every major facet of business:
I've developed health and wellness systems to help people discover what their
basics in life are to attain and maintain a true level of sustained wellness. I
carried this method over into business organization. Just like in wellness,
everything is connected to one core element. Each area of business helps you
understand exactly what tools and procedures you need to implement in order
to have a thriving business. This is specific to you and your ideal
customer/audience. It's not something others can share their secrets on.
The last thing you want is to start your business only to give up because one
area of inexperience discourages you from moving forward with pursuing new
clients or your dream.

TAKE THE NEXT STEP
TOWARDS GROWTH
The True Balance Business Plan is a planning and tracking system that will help you waste
less time learning how to be business minded so you can focus more on what you are the
best at. Here are the major stages of organizing your business with the entire business
plan:
-Upgrade to the True Balance Business Plan to manage your regular daily plans and larger
business goals.
-Use the plan with a system to keep track of your projects and business building tasks.
That way you can pay attention to times of year when one time essentials are taken care of
and when/how you need to start preparing for important events for your ideal customer.
-Schedule a Blueprint Call to get tips on how to use these tools to your best advantage.
You also get custom formatting and design advice to best unify your brand and business
tasks/projects.
Whether you want to start a wellness blog, food business, craft ecommerce shop or
establish your private practice, you will want to organize systems around your main
mission or dream. Even if you think you have little content to produce for your business,
there are a lot of different types of information we need to put together depending on our
business model or client's interests. For example, if you want to sell handmade crafts,
content creation could look a lot like sharing patterns or favorite supply sources. Content
Creation is not limited to the blogging world. Whatever your business is, you want to get
the word out and telling people about your dream is half of your success. The other half is
organizing all of the tangible information you need the relevant people to access about
your business so they fully get the whole picture. The best thing you can do is to set up
your business operations, then worry about advertising your mission. You don't want
someone copying or stealing your ideas or getting angry if you are not totally prepared.
By completing this business plan, you are already working towards your Truly Balanced
Business Goals. To get your business off the ground, I'd love to help you create a custom
plan and keep track of your progress with virtual consults.

Customize your Biz Operations With Me!
Schedule your Blueprint Call Today
https://www.theakkitchen.com/bizcoaching

